
MULTI-SPECTRUM INFRARED  
FLAME DETECTOR
Omniguard® model 760
The Omniguard® Model 760 multi-spectrum infra-
red �ame detector is designed to detect unwanted 
�res, and output appropriate alarm information.  
In a breakthrough technological advance, the 
model 760 senses infrared radiation in �ve discreet 
infrared (IR5) wavelengths for early �re detection 
for maximum protection of people, machinery, 
and facilities.  The model 760 utilizes the patented 
Omniguard® Fire Event Algorithm for superior false 
alarm immunity.

The multi-spectrum sensor information, combined 
with the sophisticated algorithm, enables the 
model 760 the ability to detect both hydrocarbon 
and certain non-hydrocarbon fueled �res.  The model 760 also features an automatic self test 
function to monitor the detector’s ability to sense �res and report a fault condition when 
impaired.  The self test feature also eliminates the need for any external test �xtures.

Speci�cations
Performance ratings
Responsive to hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon �ames.

Third-party performance certi�ed to detect: 
Normal sensitivity 

 
 

 
Enhanced sensitivity 

 
 

Long distance sensitivity 
 

 
 

Environmental ratings
Rated: 

 
 

 

 
 

Typical applications:  turbine enclosures,  
generator rooms, munitions facilities, battery 
rooms, and gas cabinets.

Patented Fire Event 
Analysis (FEA)  
algorithm for superior 
false-alarm immunity

Five year warranty

Wide �eld of view 

User selectable  
sensitivies

Advanced through-
the-lens diagnostic 
self-test (no external 

Long range detection

-
sion-proof enclosure

Field con�gurable 
relays and sensitivity

 
microprocessor con-
trol

 
localized indication  
of proper operation,  
�re or fault

Key features
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